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Design and Implementation of Query and Analysis System Based on Enterprise 
Data Centers will be the scientific management, assistant decision-making support 
and strong support for rapid and healthy development for electric power enterprises. 
Enterprise Data Centers is a unified platform for data sharing and decision analysis, to 
meet the power grid construction, power dispatch and power marketing and other core 
business of information sharing needs, but also for decision-making and supporting 
analysis of business leaders to provide effective information support. It is a very 
important basic engineering in the Enterprise information technology projects. 
This paper examines and analyzes how to design query and qnalysis qystem 
based on enterprise Data Centers and its related technologies. Data center is a place 
for concentration, integration, sharing, analysis of data resources., and is a tool, 
process and other organic combination. The core content includes Business Systems, 
ETL, ODS, Data Warehouse, Data Market, Business Intelligence, System Security, 
including physical environment, and operation and maintenance management services. 
In this paper, design of the Enterprise Data Centers hardware and software 
architecture, ODS, and ETL architecture, etc., to discuss how to achieve Enterprise 
Data Warehouse and Data Market.. And according to business topics through 
multi-angle and multi-dimensional analysis method for each subject data query, 
statistics, analysis and presentation.. Data for a variety of Data Centers approach. 
Design and Implementation of an integrated business system to meet the cross-check 
function, of data query and analysis of business systems and business intelligence into 
an enterprise portal, analysis of key indicators in accordance with a variety of topics, a 
variety of ways to show on the enterprise portal, to provide for the decision-making 
effective data services. 
The system has been used in a power company, through continuous deepening of 
enterprise applications and data model for grid analysis and improvement of the 
system is currently running well, To achieve a power grid, electricity market, 
equipment, safety and other ten business theme, complete business metrics queries, 
Index subscriptions, a comprehensive analysis of applications analysis. It is for 
electricity trading, ERP, emergency command, PMS and other systems to share data. 
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